Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 22

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. in a distrustful way
5. nearness
7. the laws and officials of a city, state, or nation
9. lateness
12. too many to count
15. opposite of argument
17. motion
20. very pleasing
21. posing no threat
22. opposite of grace
23. recently
24. homes recently built in the wilderness
25. tending not to remember
26. causing tense excitement about what the outcome will be
27. in a peacefully quiet manner

Down
2. extremely poor
3. a hard, smooth coating on a road
4. in a loud manner
5. The cat dozed on the rug in perfect ___.
6. without a pause
8. She demonstrates her___ about music by practicing hard.
10. abundant
11. I beg your ___ for my rude remark.
13. alert
14. He has a one o’clock dentist ___.
16. Public parks are for everyone’s ___.
17. cruel
18. done without strain or difficulty
19. an overcast condition of the sky
23. longing for companionship